
How a Michigan shop switched 

to a one-step process to get 

better brightness. 

BY TIM PENNINGTON EDITOR 

Classic Plating uses electroless nickel product 
One-Plate from Surface Technology, 
a single-component bath makeup and 
replenishment solution. 
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If you want to send plating shop owners or managers into a 

frenzy, ask them to swap out their existing chemical baths for 

something that is new to the market. The reaction you will get 

may be the equivalent of asking a Coke drinker to try a Pepsi, or 

convincing a Bud man to chug a Heineken. It might even get you 

a death stare. 

Classic Plating co-owner Mike Morgan had no qualms, 

however, when Surface Technology President Michael Feldstein 

asked him to try his company's new electro less nickel (EN) 

product, One-Plate, a single-component bath makeup and replen

ishment solution. 

"No reservations whatsoever," Morgan says. "We put it right into 

a 450-gallon tank. We've dealt with Michael and his company for 

our EN chemistries, and we know he uses the product, too." 

Morgan's father, John, started Classic Plating in 1985 with 

Mike's older brother, Ken, but Mike and his brother Steve are 

currently the co-owners and have been running it since 1989 with 

their sister, Sue Barbret, the company president who also manages 

the office. The Redford, Michigan, company has a total of seven 

employees, including the ownership family. 
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Typical EN Bath Makeup Replenish Bath 

Metal Salt Reducing Agent Water Metal Salt 

(Le., nickel sulfate) 

Reducing Agent 
(Similar to B with different 

concentrations used in 
ratio to A) 

(i.e., nickel sulfate) (Le., sodium hypophosphite, 75%~80% Volume 

5%-6% Volume complexers, stabitazOfs, etc.) 

15%-20% Volume 

Surface Technology has pushed the One-Plate concept as 

a simpler way to manage EN baths, with less chance of 

human error. 

Classic Plating co-owners Steve and Mike Morgan, with 
sister and company president Sue Barbret, along with shop 
mascot Charley. 
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Feldstein not only makes 

and sells his own chemistries, 

but his New Jersey company is 

also a job shop that has been 

in business since 1973, when it 

was founded by his father, Dr. 

Nathan Feldstein, a Products 

Finishing Hall of Fame member. 

For the last two years, Surface 

Technology has earned a 

Products Finishing Top Shops 

status, too. Last year, the shop 

moved into a new facility and 

increased capacity by 20 times, 

with further room to grow. 

All of these factors were 

enough for the Morgans to switch to One-Plate, a single-Q 

component for both the makeup and replenishment of EN baths 

that Feldstein says oyercomes the many shortcomings of the 

decades-old practice of using three or four different solutions. 

Optimal Concentrations 
"It keeps all the ingredients in optimal concentrations," 

Feldstein says. "More importantly, it avoids mistakes and 

contamination, and ensures consistently high-quality plating." 

Classic Plating has been working with Surface Technology 

for several years, so Morgan wasn't concerned when Feldstein 

asked him to test out the new product. 

"We really put it through the ringer," Morgan says. "Surface 

Technology wanted us to give them honest feedback on how well 

it performed, and when we finished running the first series of 

tests, we saw that it did stand up quite well. We were pleased." 

Classic Plating focuses on EN and tin plating services, and its 

full line of services includes EN and EN polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) co-deposits, bright nickel, bright acid tin, and satin 

tri-chrome. 

The EN PTFE is a composite, high-phosphorous process 

designed to deposit a uniform, nickel-phosphorous-composite 

alloy with ultra-fine PTFE particles. According to Morgan, it 

offers excellent corrosion resistance, and very good lubricity 

and release properties. He says it can increase mold life and 

improve release because it has a very low coefficient of friction, 

especially in applications where sliding wear is present. 

Prior to switching to One-Plate, Classic Plating was running 

an additive bath, supplying its own nickel sulfate and sodium 

hypophosphite, and buying its replenishing additive from 
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